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Annual outlook: global reflation takes hold

Marketing material

With the Democrats winning Senate control earlier this month, the new US administration has received the mandate to
add even more fuel to the already highly expansionary fiscal and monetary policy regime. The Rise of Big Government has
been long in the making and is thus here to stay. It is a reflationary force and supports the case of a lasting bull market.

Big Government on the Rise

Financial repression & reflation

Unprecedented times call for unprecedented measures. With
the lingering fallout of the last debt binge, an ongoing global
health crisis and potentially devastating climate change in the
making, we are facing challenges of historic proportions.

Issues



Governments have begun to respond with resolute determination, spending, lending and regulating like never before. Financial markets too have become a tool for policy, distorting asset
prices and correlation patterns in the process.
In this publication, we first look at the many ramifications of
Big Government and discuss the implications for long-term investors. In particular, we discuss the immediate impact of the
global pandemic and look at the trends that emerged and are
likely to reign long beyond the current crisis.
The trend toward Big Government has many ramifications,
which are not just limited to the steady increase in laws and
regulations governing more and more aspects of our lives.
Neither is it predominantly about more redistributions through
taxes and transfers. Over the past decade and likely for the
years to come, the massive efforts to revive crisis-hit economies
have arguably expanded the role of policymakers from simple
watchdogs to powerful participants in economic affairs.
The selection that follows covers some, but certainly not all
strands of the growing influence of governments, particularly
on financial markets, and derives possible implications for investors:



Investment implications




Maintain pro-risk stance but go beyond leverage and
duration with alternative return sources
Add alternative portfolio diversification strategies
Include assets with inherent inflation-protecting
properties

Regulation & repatriation
Issues




Increasing risk of anti-trust action for “Big Tech”
Barriers to global trade and push for on-shoring of industrial production
Curtailing greenhouse gas emissions to combat climate change

Investment implications
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Low/negative rates and inert yield curves for the foreseeable future
Central bank asset purchases encompass ever more
segments of financial markets
The declared goal is reflationary expansion of the
economy

Favor venture and small buyout funds with an edge
in emerging technology
Favor high value-add sectors in the developed world
over low-cost manufacturers in emerging markets
Decarbonize investment portfolios and focus on overall sustainability
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Fiscal spending & social welfare
Issues




Infrastructure build-out as part of fiscal boost
Healthcare system upgrade in the wake of the pandemic
Insufficient state aid for some companies embattled by
the COVID-19 crisis

Investment implications




Invest in new infrastructure including renewable energy, possibly through public-private partnerships
Participate in transformation and growth of health care
sector
Consider opportunities in private and distressed debt

But the bailout and rescue packages in the wake of the financial crisis a decade ago represented a novel set of responsibilities burdened on officials. Add to that the recent massive efforts to cushion the blow of the global pandemic, and today’s
situation starts to somewhat resemble the most extraordinary
of times in history, namely the few past periods of “wartime
economics.” Unlike those times, though, governments nowadays align interests with businesses and workers, and not vice
versa. Thus, a planned economy is not the intended path.
Graph 2

Bridging the gaps beyond the pandemic?
(Real GDP contraction in 2020* & fiscal stimulus, % of GDP)

Taxation & redistribution
Issues


Income inequality, large deficits and ballooning debt
will entail more taxation and redistribution that can
come in many shapes and forms

Investment implications


Monitor law-making process in relevant jurisdictions of
own legal structure and for investment portfolio holdings

The global economy: a big reflationary
push
The ubiquitous role of government in economic life has been
long in the making. In part, this is a natural consequence of development: as societies become more affluent, the role of the
state expands from basic law-and-order functions to a more
encompassing agenda that includes, for instance, income
transfers to attain social welfare goals.
Graph 1

The rise and fall of Big Government
(Total government expenditures* in % of GDP)

* full year expected (Oxford Economics)
** direct stimulus only, excluding potential loan guarantees et al.
Source: Refinitiv, IMF Fiscal Monitor, various news sources, LGT Capital Partners

State intervention nowadays is more about saving the economy
in its current structure. Presumably, the decisive and generous
crisis responses have thus far averted an unstoppable spiral of
deflationary depression. However, there is a great deal of uncertainty regarding the longer-term economic damage of the
health crisis, as labor markets have been slow to recover and a
wave of corporate bankruptcies may still take place.
Government aid in many emerging countries has been less lavish, which could materially slow their respective economic recoveries. Even so, the unprecedented stimulus boost of both
monetary and fiscal policy in the US, Europe and Japan could
prove very potent going forward. Once the pandemic passes –
and it eventually will – the combination of pent-up demand
and lingering policy support could finally usher in the longawaited reflationary expansion.
Graph 3

Regulation inflation
(Pages on regulation, rules and orders in the US register)

* includes government consumption, investments, interest payments and transfers to private
sector historic data based on IMF/Mauro et al., from 1980 on including forecast: Oxford Economics. Source: Refinitiv, ourworldindata.org, LGT Capital Partners

* Estimated, pages of October 2020 volume annualized
Source: Federal Register; govinfo.gov, ballotpedia.org, LGT Capital Partners
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Rules and regulations frequently take on a less benevolent
form of state involvement in economic affairs. Here too, the
long-term trend is firmly on an upward trajectory, with ever
more red tape added. There are a few examples of governments that tried to halt the surge, but regulatory activity seems
untamable in the long run. Often, it is merely about a shift in
priorities:
While the Trump administration has been loath to introduce
new regulation, its many executive orders to raise tariffs and
other protective measures have considerably weighed on
global free trade, for example. Under a Biden-led government,
we will likely see less of the latter, but more interventions to
align the US with the rest of the world in averting climate
change. As investors, we need to cope with, adapt to and even
anticipate the changing landscape of the regulatory jungle.

not a current reality – at least not in broad fashion. Yes, valuations are above historical averages in some segments, but not
so on a relative basis. Treasury yields and earnings yields (the
inverse of price-to-earnings ratios on stocks), often in lockstep,
have diverged. This signals that equity markets thus far resisted
to fully price for a lasting zero-interest rate policy (ZIRP) environment. Thus, theoretically, there is still ample room for asset
prices to run higher on cash flows being discounted near nil.
Graph 5

"How I learned to stop worrying and love the ZIRP"
(Earnings yield on global equities and long-term interest rates)

Financial markets: the bull is dead, long
live the bull?
For investors, the most fateful manifestation of Big Government comes with policymakers’ meddling in financial markets.
With zero to negative policy rates and large-scale asset purchases, central banks distort market mechanisms and asset
pricing. Sovereign bond yields, for instance, have long become
an instrument in the expanded toolset of monetary policy. As a
result, they have not reflected rational economic expectations
in years. This may increasingly also become the case with other
asset classes that are now being loaded onto central bank balance sheets, from corporate bonds to even equities. As such,
the COVID-19-related crash has not brought about a new paradigm, but rather reinforced and accelerated the regime that
fueled the previous, decade-long bull run.

Graph 4

The political investor
(Cumulated financial securities held by top central banks*)

* based on average trailing and forward price-earnings ratios of equities world
** based on weighted 10-Year government bond yields in the developed world
*** USD 100 divided by the prevailing long-term interest rate
Source: Refinitiv, LGT Capital Partners

The technology sector was a notable beneficiary of this effect,
as expectations of strong future growth already translated into
impressive present values. But investors now face the risk of
more regulatory scrutiny. The dominance of tech giants, in particular, has raised concerns ranging from monopolistic behavior
to privacy and data protection issues. A comprehensive investigation by US legislators found bi-partisan agreement to the notion of power abuse and the need for tighter rules on “Big
Tech.” Proposed measures span from stricter oversight to antitrust action such as forced separation of business lines.
Graph 6

Too big to roam free
(Largest 10 public companies by market cap, USD bn)

* US Federal Reserve (Fed), European Central Bank (ECB), Bank of Japan (BoJ)
** current available capacity under the Fed's Secondary Market Corporate Credit Facility
Source: Refinitiv, LGT Capital Partners

* Amazon and Alibaba reclassified from Consumer Discretionary for illustrative purpose
Source: Refinitiv, LGT Capital Partners

In the benign case, monetary policy would slowly revert course
in a self-sustained economy. If balance sheet expansion continues endlessly, however, a loss of confidence and debasement
of fiat currencies may be the end game. However, neither path
is very likely for the foreseeable future. Interest rates remain
credibly anchored around zero, underpinning demand for risky
assets. Financial bubbles are a possible future consequence but

It would not be the first time that a mixture of corporate overextension and regulatory backlash unseat reigning champions.
Banks and energy companies, once featured among the top
ten by market cap, eventually drew the ire of the public and
lawmakers alike on their excessive business practices that were
increasingly perceived as harmful to society.
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Current outlook in a nutshell
Upside:
 Reflation trade remains dominant as fiscal largesse persists, at least in the US, while central banks stay dovish and vaccination



campaigns roll back the pandemic over the course of 2021, underpinning the rebounds in pent-up demand and investment
activity
Democrat control of the legislative and executive branches of the US government also supports the continuation of international aspect of the reflation trade – i.e. a softer USD, capped bond yield increases, and hence also a broader catch-up of or
rotation into hitherto laggard sectors and regions (small caps, cyclical value, emerging markets, etc.)

Risks




Primary risks are technical (one-sided and stretched bullish sentiment and positioning of investors) and therefore relatively
harmless, but highlight the importance of downside risk management (be it via discretionary strategies such as our dynamic
protection or news-based strategies, or via asset classes, e.g. gold)
Secondary risks are political and more fundamental, but also less likely for now – i.e. early exit from macro easing, especially in
China ("first in, first out"), continued public health issues, excessive lockdowns, overreactions in big tech regulation, and rising
taxes in the US, esp. corporate taxes (which weigh on profit margins)

Strategic allocation changes for 2021
Finally, we note that following our annual assessment of longterm trends, the landscape of future scenarios entails some minor changes. The landscape (see overview below) provides the
basis for the strategic asset allocation of the LGT Endowment,
or Princely Strategy. Overall, a reflationary scenario seems more
likely now and financial assets will benefit as a result. However,
we expect inflation to stay under control in baseline and alternative scenarios.
The new outlier scenario climate distortions is formulated as a
stress-test type scenario with both heavy costs from physical
damages and subsequent transition costs from a late but decisive policy response factored in. This new outlier scenario helps
us to understand the various financial impacts of climate
change and lets us stress test the allocation with regard to adverse outcomes.

At the same time, we aim to align the investment strategy with
society’s efforts to embark on a more sustainable future path.
Our Climate Action Strategy commits the Princely Strategy to
the Paris Agreement by continually improving the carbon footprint in the portfolio over time.
The main outcome of these changes and additions is that our
strategic quote for equities has increased in both public and
private market, while our emerging market weight declined in
favor of a shift to the Asian emerging economies.
We have also refined our liquid alternatives weight to take the
increased equity allocation into account, by adding to our Dynamic Protection program, a strategy designed to perform well
when markets turn very volatile.
END OF REPORT
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LGT Capital Partners: tactical asset allocation
The tactical asset allocation (TAA) is set quarterly with a time horizon of up to six months and adjusted in the interim if necessary; it
shows our current positioning versus the strategic allocation (SAA) of the LGT Endowment, or Princely Strategy, for 2021. The regional
weights for equities result from the quota in global developed markets.
Equities: moderate tactical overweight versus a raised SAA-quota per start of 2021, with less regional differentiation
Fixed income: underweight, with the preference shifting in favor of high yield; emerging markets are now neutral
Alternatives and currencies: reduced tactical position in gold, with no active positions in the major currencies





Alt. / Real

Equities

Fixed
income

Asset class
Short-term investments
Investment grade bonds*
High yield bonds
Emerging market bonds
Global defensive
Global developed
North America
Europe
Japan
Asia-Pacific
Emeging markets
Listed private equity
Liquid alternatives
Insurance-linked securities
Real estate (REITs)
Gold

Currencies

Currency2
USD
EUR
CHF
JPY
Others

SAA

Tactical allocation versus SAA

underweight

overweight

2021

----

---

--

-

+

++

+++

++++

SAA

----

---

--

-

+

++

+++

++++

0.0%
23.0%
5.0%
7.0%
7.5%
26.5%
OW
OW
OW
OW
5.0%
5.0%
13.0%
6.0%
5.0%
0.0%

88.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
12.0%

Reference portfolio: LGT GIM Balanced (USD). The TAA is valid for all similar portfolios but various restrictions or liquidity considerations can lead to deviations in implementation. In currencies,

“others" represents indirect exposures resulting from unhedged positions in markets against the base currency. * Includes global government, inflation-linked and corporate bonds.

Performance of relevant markets

¹ Annualized return ² Equal-weighted hard and local currency total return indices ³ Bloomberg correlation-weighted currency indices of a currency versus its nine major counterparts, except for
the CNY (shown against the USD).| Source: Bloomberg
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Economic and corporate fundamentals

Important information: This marketing material was issued by LGT Capital Partners Ltd., Schützenstrasse 6, CH-8808Pfäffikon, Switzerland and/or its affiliates (hereafter "LGT CP") with the greatest of care
and to the best of its knowledge and belief. LGT CP provides no guarantee with regard to its content and completeness and does not accept any liability for losses that might arise from making use of this
information. The opinions expressed in this marketing material are those of LGT CP at the time of writing and are subject to change at any time without notice. If nothing is indicated to the contrary, all
figures are unaudited. This marketing material is provided for information purposes only and is for the exclusive use of the recipient. It does not constitute an offer or a recommendation to buy or sell financial instruments or services and does not release the recipient from exercising his/her own judgment. The recipient is in particular recommended to check that the information provided is in line with his/her
own circumstances with regard to any legal, regulatory, tax or other consequences, if necessary with the help of a professional advisor. This marketing material may not be reproduced either in part or in full
without the written permission of LGT CP. It is not intended for persons who, due to their nationality, place of residence, or any other reason are not permitted access to such information under local law.
Neither this marketing material nor any copy thereof may be sent, taken into or distributed in the United States or to U. S. persons. Every investment involves risk, especially with regard to fluctuations in
value and return. Investments in foreign currencies involve the additional risk that the foreign currency might lose value against the investor's reference currency. It should be noted that historical returns and
financial market scenarios are no guarantee of future performance. © LGT Capital Partners 2021. All rights reserved.
Picture on title page: Quentin Massys (Löwen 1466-1530 Antwerp), detail from "The Tax Collectors", after 1501 © LIECHTENSTEIN. The Princely Collections, Vaduz-Vienna
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